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Introduction
This report provides an overview and assessment of the first year of the QR Fellows program at
Hostos Community College. This report serves multiple purposes. First, it is meant to document
the successes and challenges of the first year of the QR program in order to inform the program’s
allies -- namely, members of the Center for Teaching and Learning, Office of Academic Affairs,
and the General Education Committee -- how this program can continue to succeed in the future.
Second, this report provides a resource for future fellows to learn about the history of the
program and how they can direct their efforts immediately to the tasks and challenges at hand.
This report can also serve as a blueprint toward future training materials for new QR Fellows as
well.
In this report, the reader will find a narrative of the work undertaken in Fall 2014 and Spring
2015. The narrative provides context for the entire body of work of the QR Fellows during the
academic year. The report then details the major outcomes of the first year. Finally, some
recommendations for the academic year 2015-16 are listed, including programs to continue and
new avenues of support and resources to explore.
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In order to have this report be in conversation with other members of the Hostos Community
College, we invited Professor Cynthia Jones, Sarah Brennan, and Provost Mangino to provide
their responses to this report and reflections about the QR Fellows program more generally.
Those responses are included after the body of the report.
Narrative of Year One QR Fellows Activities
Fall 2014, fellows worked directly with Sarah Brennen (then interim director of the CTL) and
Cynthia Jones (CTL faculty director). The fellows devoted the semester to three main categories
of work: (a) self-training in QRQL principles, (b) programming professional development events
for the CTL, and (c) outreach to individual faculty and campus organizations.
(a) Self-training in QRQL principles involved the fellows reviewing published literature
from journals and books about QRQL principles and best practices; they collected and
annotated these resources for future fellows, which are available in the QR Google Drive
folder.
(b) Fellows helped develop and hosted 6 “CTL on Tour” faculty development workshops,
which were attended by 27 faculty in total. They also hosted two large-group discussions
on QR/QL principles and practices, branded Q.U.A.N.T. I & II, which were attended by
37 faculty. Fellows also lead workshops for various groups, including the Honors
program and the College Now program.
(c) Fellows scheduled interviews with a range of Hostos faculty and administrators to
offer assistance and seek out opportunities for further collaboration. Fellows met with
directors of the Writing Across the Curriculum program, library staff, the director of the
College Now program, and faculty from a range of disciplines. These meetings served
two purposes: they helped fellows learn about what support faculty from different
departments need for QRQL work; these interviews also lead to faculty requesting
individualized consultations, workshops, and service requests from the fellows.
Spring 2015, fellows worked directly with the three CTL faculty directors, Cynthia Jones, Carlos
Guevara, and Nelson Nunez-Rodriguez. The fellows devoted their semester to three main
categories of work: (a) individual consultations with faculty on QR/QL projects; (b)
programming public events and professional development; and (c) assessment and long-term
planning for QR initiative.
(a) Following on interviews and public events in Fall 2014, fellows received many
requests from faculty for assistance developing QRQL curriculum in Spring. Fellows met
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with seven instructors and provided feedback and resources for individual curriculum or
pedagogy issues related to QR/QL. All consultations were documented, and faculty were
asked to fill out a pre-consultation survey to document the range of services requested.
(b) Fellows designed and hosted three events, all in the second half of the Spring
semester, including one “CTL on Tour,” one public panel discussion for Earth Day, and a
workshop and presentation for the CTL Spa Day.
(c) Fellows committed time to assessing the 2014/15 QR initiative and preparing
materials for fellows to use in Y15/16. Fellows gathered materials from the year of
programming and created this report, which was submitted to the Christine Mangino and
the faculty directors of the CTL. Fellows also produced materials for future fellows,
including a digital archive of QRQL-related texts, faculty materials, and a fellows manual
documenting useful information about the job.
Across both semesters, fellows contributed work to the General Education committee and CTL
Advisory Council, attending bi-weekly meetings and serving on subcommittees. Fellows also
contributed to updating the CTL website by generating written content and collaborating with the
Educational Technology office for design decisions. Both semesters, Fellows reached out to
students in the Honors program, but were unable to sustain lasting collaboration with honors
students.
Discussion of Major Outcomes from QRF Program
Workshops and public events
There were many positive outcomes from the public events and faculty development workshops
the fellows designed and implemented in Y14/15. For instance, in F14, the Q.U.A.N.T.
discussions and “CTL on Tour” workshops helped spread the word about the QRQL initiative
around Hostos faculty. This PR push ultimately contributed to the influx of requests for
individual faculty consultations in S15. In addition, because fellows designed the events in
collaboration with faculty who had area knowledge about QRQL pedagogy, fellows were able to
gather useful materials and approaches from experienced faculty. In this way, while the public
events were ostensibly designed to provide resources to Hostos instructors, they also provided
useful training and resources for the QR fellows themselves. All materials from public events
have been archived and they continue to serve as useful resources for future event planning and
individual consultation.
A full list of the public events and workshops from Y14/15 and tallies of faculty served are listed
in the appendix.
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Course-based support and consultations
Fellows provided individual faculty consultations throughout the Y14/15. In many cases,
instructors who requested consultations learned about the QR fellows from the public events. For
example, at the request of Elizabeth Wilson, who learned about the QR initiative from “CTL on
Tour” announcement emails, fellows also provided consultations for faculty in the College Now
program.
On the whole, fellows’ work with individual faculty focused on single assignments or course
components. For instance, many instructors wanted help designing informal class activities to
help their students understand numerical data better. Before their consultations, faculty were
asked to fill out a questionnaire about their familiarity with QRQL and their goals for the
consultation prior to meeting with the fellows. Fellows engaged faculty in dialog about their
goals for including QRQL in their courses, and offered suggestions and resources for improving
their outcomes in the classroom. Fellows also informed faculty about other supports at the
college, including educational technology, WAC, and faculty development resources. Fellows
kept detailed notes of all consultations, including copies of assignments and syllabi from faculty.
In total, fellows consulted with seven instructors from fields of humanities, mathematics, allied
health, and natural sciences.
One special case is worth mentioning. Andrea Fabrizio reached out to the fellows to help with
the capstone seminar pilot she was teaching Spring 2015. The course curriculum included a
large-scale unit that asked students to use demographic statistics to research a local city district’s
health care infrastructure. Professor Fabrizio met with the fellows many times to help strategize
how to present this assignment to students, and the fellows visited the class on April 1st to lead
an activity on data analysis for the class. This collaboration may provide a useful model for
course-based support in the future.
QR/QL resource collection and distribution
During the first few weeks at Hostos, the fellows worked to gather and distribute resources about
QRQL, including (1) faculty-designed resources, and (2) publicly available web resources.
Faculty-designed resources refer to the syllabi and assignments that Hostos faculty created for
their courses. These material were collected either during professional development workshops
or individual faculty consultations. QR topics covered in these assignments include
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differentiating causality and correlation, data visualization using graphs, and using statistics as
evidence.
Additionally, faculty provided fellows with publicly available web resources for teaching QRQL.
These web resources were collected in a library guide built by Professor Lisa Tappeiner on the
Hostos website. These interactive web resources provide students with places to begin research
using quantitative data.
CTL Contributions not exclusive to QR (website work, committee work)
In addition to work on public programming and faculty support, the fellows also contributed
work to more general projects at the CTL. Fellows participated in the CTL Advisory Committee
and the General Education committee throughout the 14/15AY. Contributions on these
committees included making brief presentations about current projects in the QR Initiative. On
the General Education committee, fellows contributed to the work of two subcommittees in S15;
on the Gen Ed Competencies rubric subcommittee, fellows contributed to designing assessment
tools; on the Earth Day organization committee, fellows contributed to planning the day’s events
and proposed and oversaw an event about environmental activism in the Bronx.
The QR Fellows also worked to remap the Center for Teaching and Learning website to improve
user experience. The previous website acted as an archive for CTL documents but navigating the
website proved difficult. The Fellows, along with CTL Faculty Director Carlos Guevara,
provided a new layout that improved dissemination of teaching resources and highlighted faculty
teaching and research innovations at Hostos.
Honors and other Student Support
The fellows did not provide many resources directly to students in the 14/15AY. In F14, student
contact was limited to a single occasion where the fellows led a workshop on QRQL skills for
the Honors Colloquium. One aim of this workshop was to recruit Honors students to volunteer to
work on QRQL-related projects with the fellows. However, no students volunteered, due in part
to the fact that nearly all of them graduated out of the honors program at the end of that year. The
fellows made another recruiting push at the beginning of S15, speaking at the first Honors
Colloquium of the semester. Fellows offered to consult with Honors students to help them design
Honors Contract projects, and they also tried to recruit Honors students to volunteer with the QR
initiative. Fellows only received consultation requests from one student, and received no
volunteer inquiries.
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At the moment, the only direct student-support work the fellows have undertaken has been
through the Honors program. This is because of the close links between the CTL and the Honors
Program. Other opportunities for direct interaction between fellows and students were not
pursued.
Recommendations for next year
1. QR Fellows should continue to taking the initiative to develop and run public
events
. Hosting workshops as part of CTL on Tour or SPA Day or even moderating a
panel on Earth Day are important ways for QR Fellows to engage with faculty to discuss
QR work in the classroom. QR Fellows can use these public events to share teaching
resources and strategies within the college among the wider faculty population. Planning
these public events with another faculty member also provides the opportunity for QR
Fellows to interrogate their own understandings of QR pedagogy. The Center for
Teaching and Learning should continue entrusting QR Fellows to host one or two CTL
on Tour workshops each semester.
2. The QR Fellows need to keep up positive relations with College Now, WAC, and
Library Department
. Those departments have provided invaluable resources to the
work of the QR Fellows thus far, including new teaching resources, libguides, and
innovative pedagogic recommendations.
3. The QR Fellows should continue to be involved in General Education and CTL
committee meetings.
These serve as important resources for exposing the fellows to
faculty from across the campus departments.The QR Fellows were able to get a better
sense of what and how they can provide for the larger Hostos community through the
committee and the advisory council.
4.

The QR Fellows should continue to provide individual faculty consultations, and
they should advertise this service widely
. Fellows should continue to refine the process
for advertising consultation, intake of faculty for consultation, and analysis of data
gathered in consultations. Future work can also include outreach to departments, such as
emailing department assistants or flyers, in order to engage in dialogues with faculty
members.

5. QR Fellows should develop new strategies for engaging with students. 
The 2014-15
QR Fellows attempted to engage with students through a poster campaign and with direct
work via honor students colloquiums. Unfortunately, this work was limited. Future QR
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Fellows can explore more venues for student support outside of the classroom. The
Tutoring Center can be one option to explore student needs and new venue spaces. The
different students clubs, such as the Honors Society Club, is yet another possibility.
6.

The CTL should secure a stable work space for the fellows where they can host
meetings and consultations. 
In Fall 2014, the QR Fellows struggled to meet with
professors in a private space because they lacked an office. However, in Spring 2015, a
dedicated office was given to the QR Fellows. Carlos Guevara and Luz Rivera
transformed the CTL small conference room (Room B-446) into an office space, which
the QR Fellows fully utilized to plan their program, meet faculty for consultations and
interviews, and conduct daily responsibilities. Ensuring a secure space for the QR
Fellows to work should be a priority.

7. The fellows should continue on possible faculty/department QR collaboration
projects that emerged in S15. I
n a meeting with one fellow, Jacky DiSanto suggested
the QR fellows might work with education and math faculty to design a new curriculum
for a Math 110 course specifically suited to education majors. In another meeting
Bronislaw Czarnocha suggested putting together a dialog between the math faculty and
non-math faculty who teach QR to collaboratively develop a set of learning goals for the
QR initiative.

Conclusion
Ultimately, the success of the first year of the QR program at Hostos stems from a combination
of great mentoring and guidance, proper resources, and trusting flexibility that allowed the QR
Fellows the space to innovate, take risks, and explore their work within the community. That is
one of the greatest benefits of working at Hostos: a devoted pedagogical community that gives
its members opportunities to discover. Many of the recommendations above tangentially cover
such an idea, but it is important to explicitly state it as well. The culture of pedagogy comes from
this positive environment of teaching and learning, so passing it on to the next QR Fellows is
paramount.
Signed,
Darren Kwong, 
dkwong@gradcenter.cuny.edu
Andrew Lucchesi a
lucchesi@gradcenter.cuny.edu
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